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 Installation Instructions    Pro-File Long Keel runners 
 
 Please read and follow instructions closely. I am sure many of you have put on ski 
runners before and think “I DON’T NEED INSTRUCTIONS” but Pro-File long runners are 
entirely different and following instructions is essential to have the runners perform as 
expected. An installation video is on hrpmotorsports.biz website that clearly explains the 
process. Be sure you can tackle this job before you start, you may want to have a mechanic 
install these for you. 
 
 First check that the BRP numbers molded on your skis just in front of spindles match 
the numbers below. If not Pro-File runners will not fit your skis. 
 
 Pro-File Runners for 2015 only fit skis listed below  
 
 Skidoo Pilot 5.7 skis from 2010 to 2015, 505072854 left hand or 505072855 right hand 
molded on ski use Pilot 854/855 marked on runner.  
 Skidoo Pilot DS-2 [Deep Snow Two] skis 2014 – 2015 only, 505073227 molded on ski 
use DS-2/227 marked on runner.  
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 Runners are marked Pilot 854/855 or DS-2/227 at rear of runner for mounting 
reference. 

          
  
 Although the standard runners are the same for all Pilot skis if the part number on ski 
does not match the numbers above the skis are not the same keel shape and it is easy to see 
that Pro-File runners will not fit unless part numbers match.  
 
 Pro-File runners are designed to greatly improve steering control in a wider variety of 
groomed trail snow conditions. Runners are tuned to match the factory original suspension 
settings front & rear. If you have reset your suspension to improve steering with original 
runners you should return settings back to stock before you drive with Pro-File runners. Rear 
suspension front arm limiter position must be in original factory setting. 
 

  
  
 You will need tools to remove & install skis at spindle bolt, 3/8” socket, 7/16” box end 
wrench, 5/32” allen wrench, plastic hammer and a bench with vise. DO NOT USE IMPACT 
TOOLS ON RUNNER FASTENERS. Use pictures above for hardware placement. 
 
 If you are installing Pro-File Runners on your skis for the first time remove skis from 
sled and remove old runners. Clean dirt from runner groove and pockets. Check that the 
sides of ski at groove are not worn and pushed into groove. Hold ski in vise & use 
screwdriver or file to open groove so runner fits into groove and towers bottom out into 
pockets. Runner tower must fit snugly into ski pocket. If ski pockets are modified in some way 
and Pro-File runners are loose do not mount the runners. After checking that the runner fits 
into ski properly you can remove the runner. 
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 Plastic skis vary in shape along keel to runner length, this is normal. If one ski is 
slightly different fit than the other don’t worry about it, the runner will reshape the ski when all 
fasteners are in place. 
 

  
 
 Next turn ski over and fit center bolt spacers into 3/8” holes in ski. If holes are too 
small or deformed from over tightening use a tapered punch to open the holes to fit the 
spacers. DO NOT DRILL THE HOLES OUT, holes cannot be bigger than ½”. 
 
 Next put runner in vise so top ¼” of runner is above vise jaws then place ski on runner 
so threaded holes in runner align with holes in spacers. Next remove ski and apply blue 
loctite to center bolts. Next heat runner towers with MAP or Propane torch so runner is about 
150 degrees. Next loosely install ski on runner and finger thread in both center bolts to be 
sure bolts are threading in straight before tightening. Carefully tighten bolts to 10 ft/lb torque. 
Remember if you’re not using a torque wrench this is a ¼” bolt which is much smaller than 
normal runner studs, DO NOT USE IMPACT TOOLS & DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN.  Heating 
runner cures loctite within 5 minutes and allows skis to be used right away. If you forget you 
can heat runner on the ski but be careful not to melt the plastic. DO NOT put skis on floor 
until loctite is cured. 
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 Next turn ski over and hold in vise. Runner should be pulled up tight to plastic ski at 
center bolts. Runner has been pre straightened at factory but final alignment is done on the 
ski. Next check that the ends of runner are aligned in center of ski by measuring distance 
from edge of ski to runner. Both sides should be equal and runner should look centered on 
ski. If runner is off center less than 1/4” flex ski & runner until centered then drill ¼” hole in ski 
through the runner end holes. Install flat head screws & locknuts at 10 ft/lb torque, DO NOT 
OVERTIGHTEN do not compress nut into plastic. If ski is damaged and runner is way out of 
line the ski is bent and will need to be replaced. DO NOT bend runner to fit a bad ski.  
  
  
 

           
 

    
 
 This may seem like a lot of work but once you have done the first one the second ski 
goes very quickly. It will take you about an hour the first time. After Pro-File runners are 
mounted you can replace the runners with the skis on the sled same as normal but remember 
to follow the loctite & tightening instructions. 
   
 Ski Alignment should be checked after Pro-File runners are installed. With skis on floor 
compress & release front bumper. Set skis in straight forward position. Pull both ski handles 
together at same time & release. Now measure distance across front & rear runner bolts. The 
distances should be equal to +1/8” at front bolts = 1/8” to 1/4” toe out. Never run skis toe in.     
 
 If you want to return to standard runners you can plug runner end holes in ski by 
cleaning holes & apply masking tape over top of holes. Next fill holes from bottom with black 
or ski color silicone sealant. Allow 24 hours for sealant to dry & remove tape.  
 
 Pro-File Runners are not designed or legal for any type of racing. 


